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1.1 Introduction
Contact information

To find out more about the CEFS site, please contact:

Site Management Team

CEFS Site Management Team contact name to come

E-mail: XXXXX@XXXXXX

Telephone: 000 000-0000

ISD Platform Team

Gennadiy Barshteyn

Telephone: 201 352-5086
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1.2 Introduction
How to use these guidelines

These guidelines were created to help the UBS Web development team create Web pages that are consistent with

the overall design of the Corporate Employee Financial Services (CEFS) site. This consistency will provide a more

user-friendly Web site, a stronger brand message, and ultimately, a more satisfactory customer experience.

The second section, “Developing content,” deals with creating content for the CEFS site. It demonstrates how content

is organized and presented on the site with illustrations of the standard formats used to present information. This

section also includes editorial guidelines, rules for selecting appropriate imagery and the preferred file formats to use

when submitting your content for placement on the site.

The third section contains specifications for formatting the content:

• Grids: Basic page layouts that can be used to create pages. Includes dimensions and rules for proper use.

• Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles: The standard formatting of text on the site and information for using the

site’s CSS style sheets.

• Color: The hexidecimal and RGB values for colors used on the site and guidelines for their use.

• Masthead: The specifications for the standardized elements that appear at the top of pages throughout the site.

The Masthead includes the site’s meta navigation, primary navigation and secondary navigation.

• Components: How to format the individual elements that may be included on a page. Each of the following

components is described:

– Content-lets

– Tables

– Buttons

– Dropdowns

– Hyperlinks

– Pie charts

– Forms

– Date/time stamps

– Left-side navigation

– Pagination

• Specialized pages: Specifications for creating pages that have specific uses.

• Pop-ups: Creating visually consistent pop-up windows.

• Wizards: Formatting wizards so they are visually integrated with the site.

• Footer: Specifications for the standardized elements that appear at the bottom of pages throughout the site.
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2. Developing content

UBS Financial Services has developed the Corporate Employee Financial Services (CEFS) site to bring increased

global and financial stature to our customer relationships. The site should help users to fully realize the benefits of

being a UBS customer.

All content on the site should help fulfill this goal.

2.1 Developing content: Presenting information

Information should be presented on the Web in a way that takes the limitations of the medium into account, but also

takes advantage of the Web’s strengths. Since users read content on screen, Web text should be shorter than it would

be for printed material. Titles and headlines must clearly and succinctly describe the subject matter to the user. Since

the Web can quickly deliver updated material to our customers, it is helpful to include the time and date that content

was produced.

Choose a format that presents your particular content in the most useful way to UBS Financial Services customers.

Keep in mind that all information does not pertain to all customers. One of the goals of the CEFS site is to provide our

clients with a way to quickly see the information that is most helpful to them.

Also, consistent use of visual elements and presentation formats creates a site that is easier and more intuitive for our

clients to use.
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2.1.1 Developing content: Presenting information
As a list of links

Collections of articles can be categorized together with their titles listed as hyperlinks under a head. Titles should

clearly and succinctly describe the content so users can easily determine if they want to follow the hyperlink. Content

can also be described by including the date or the date and time the material was last modified.

For information about formatting a list of items under one head, see “3.5.1 Specifications: Components: Content-lets.”

For information about hyperlinks, see “3.5.5 Specifications: Components: Hyperlinks.”
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2.1.2 Developing content: Presenting information
As key information followed by a “More” link

Key content can be presented as a sentence or two while providing users with a hyperlink to a more detailed article.

The key content should clearly describe the detailed content so users can easily determine if they want to follow the

hyperlink. To maintain consistency throughout the OLS site, the hyperlink should use the clear and succinct word

“More.” This material can be described further with the date or time and date that the article was last modified.

For information about formatting content as key information with a “More” link, see “3.5.1 Specifications: Components:

Content-lets.” For information about hyperlinks, see “3.5.5 Specifications: Components: Hyperlinks.”
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2.1.3 Developing content: Presenting information
In a table

Another way to present content is in the form of a table. Tables can include hyperlinks that provide users with more

information about specific material in the table.

For information about formatting tables on the OLS site, see “3.5.2 Specifications: Components: Tables.” For

information about hyperlinks, see “3.5.5 Specifications: Components: Hyperlinks.”

.
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2.1.4 Developing content: Presenting information
With tabs

A set of information can be broken into categories using tabs. Tabs allow users to display the content pertaining to one

category at a time.

For information about presenting content using tabs, see “3.5.1 Specifications: Components: Content-lets.”
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2.1.5 Developing content: Presenting information
Articles

Longer articles are presented as either HTML or as Adobe® Acrobat® files. The decision to present content in HTML

or as an Acrobat file should be based upon the format in which the content is received, as well as its intended use.

If the content is already an Acrobat file when it is received from another source, or if it needs to print in a specific

format, it should be presented on the site as a downloadable Acrobat file, via a hyperlink. As with all hyperlinks,

choose wording that clearly and succinctly describes the material in the Acrobat file so users can easily determine

if it is of interest to them. Follow the title of the Acrobat file with the date, a slash and then the number of pages.

If your content is not already an Acrobat file and does not require a specific printing format, it should be presented as

an HTML page.

For information about formatting a list of items under one head, see “3.5.1 Specifications: Components: Content-lets.”

For information about formatting Adobe Acrobat hyperlinks, see “3.5.5 Specifications: Components: Hyperlinks.” For

information about date/time stamps, see “3.5.8 Specifications: Components: Date/time stamps.”

Adobe and Acrobat are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Incorporated.
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2.2 Developing content: Editorial style

Query to UBS: Include this section?

2.3 Developing content: Imagery

Do not include photos or illustrations in your content. This will help ensure that the site’s focus is on the most

important information presented and also help provide a fast site for UBS customers.

2.4 Developing content: Submitting content

Submit your text as [desired text file format].

Submit graphic files as [desired formats if graphics will be permitted]

Present chart and diagram data as [desired formats for charts].
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3. Specifications

The specifications section of this document contains the information needed to create both CEFS Web site

pages and the components from which they are built. It is important to review the entire section before beginning

to apply specifications.

A page on the CEFS site is divided into four main areas: the Masthead, the Left-Side Area, the Main Content Area

and the Footer (see diagram below). The Masthead contains the meta navigation, the primary navigation and the

secondary navigation. The Left-Side Area can be empty, contain content or display left-side navigation.
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3.1 Specifications: Grids

This section describes the basic page layouts of the CEFS site. HTML templates are available for each layout. For

more information about these templates, please contact [UBS please supply HTML template contact information].

Apply the following rules:
• Refer to “3.5 Specifications:

Components” for information on
formatting content in the grid.

• Place the most important content
at the top of the Main Content Area
(for more information about the main
areas of a CEFS site page, see
“3. Specifications”). The preferred
position for the Main Content Area
begins in the second column, 206 pixels
from the left edge of the page, under
the primary navigation tabs. If the
most important content is wider than
786 pixels and there is no left-side
navigation, then the Main Content Area
may begin in the first column, 5 pixels
from the left edge of the page (see the
HTML template labeled “1 column,
extra wide” in the diagram on the
following page).

• Do not create the Masthead, or include
the Masthead in the grid. The Masthead
is created by the Platform Team and
provided in a frameset.

• Do not create the Footer. The Footer
is provided by the Platform Team via
a JavaScript include.

• The minimum distance between the
Masthead and the Footer is 471 pixels.

Please note: The blue-tinted columns
shown in the diagrams in this section
do not appear on screen. The columns
illustrate the invisible grid on which
the layouts are based and are for
visualization purposes only.
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3.1 Specifications: Grids
(continued)

The diagrams below and on the next page show the layout templates available for the CEFS site. • If a page has one column of content
in the Main Content Area, use the
1-column grid that comfortably
accommodates the widest content-let
or table in the content. Create all
content-lets and tables in the Main
Content Area to be the same width. For
more information about content-lets,
see “3.5.1 Specifications: Components:
Content-lets.” For more information
about tables, see “3.5.2 Specifications:
Components: Tables.”
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3.1 Specifications: Grids
(continued)
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles

This section describes the specifications used to format text and other elements in the main sections of the CEFS site.

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) classes and IDs are provided for each style in the CSS style sheet brandlogic_cefs.css.

Formatting for CEFS Login pages is not described here. Formatting for the CEFS Login section of the site is provided

in the CSS style sheet brandlogic_styles.css. For more information about formatting CEFS Login pages, please see

“3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized Pages: Login pages.”

Components on the site should reference the cascading style sheet (CSS) IDs. Using the pre-made CSS style sheets

whenever possible will help reduce initial programming time when creating individual pages and allow for future

design enhancements to the overall site with less reprogramming.

For illustrations of the CSS styles, see the diagrams in “3.5 Specifications: Components.”

For information about the CEFS site’s CSS style sheets, please contact [contact information to come]
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles (continued)

Below are the styles defined in the global CSS style sheet, (place final CSS filename and path here). Please note that

these styles contain both the CSS ID as well as a friendlier name. The CSS ID is noted parenthetically after the

friendly name. For example, Body Text is the friendly name and .body-text is the CSS ID

*Basic attributes
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366

Body Text (.body-text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366
Margin bottom: 15 pixels

Body Text Bold (.body-text-bold)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366

Body Text Bullet (.body-text-bullet)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366
Margin left: 15 pixels
Padding: 0 pixels
List style position: outside
List style type: disc

Body Text Hyperlink (a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #006DCE
Text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.

Button (.button)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 16 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 0 pixels
Padding right: 4 pixels
Padding bottom: 1 pixels
Padding left: 4 pixels
Hover text decoration: none
Hover font color: #FFFFFF
Hover background color: 003366

Chart Head (.chart-head)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366

Chart Text (.chart-text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366

Date/Time Masthead (.date-time)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #EAEFF5

Field Dropdown Text (select.select)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #000000
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding top: 0 pixels
Padding right: 0 pixels
Padding bottom: 0 pixels
Padding left: 0 pixels

Field Entry Text (input.text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #000000
Background: #FFFFFF
Padding top: 0 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 0 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Field Label (label.text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366

Fifth-level Navigation (left-side-menu td
td td a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #FFFFFF
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 30 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

continued
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles (continued)

Footer Navigation (#footer .inner a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #336699
Text decoration: none
Background color: #EFF3F7
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Footer Text (#footer .inner)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #336699
Background color: #EFF3F7
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Footnote (.footnote)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 9 pixels
Line height: 11 pixels
Font color: #003366
Margin bottom: 11 pixels

Fourth-level Navigation (left-side-menu td
td a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 20 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Head (.head)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #FFFFFF
Background color: #336699
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Login Name (.login-name)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Margin below: 2 pixels

Market Status (.market-status)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #C1D1E

Meta Navigation Dropdown Item
(.dropdown-menu li li)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #EAEFF5
Hover background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 2px
Padding right: 9px
Padding bottom: 2px
Padding left: 9px
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover background color.

Meta Navigation Dropdown Label
(.dropdown-menu)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366

Meta Navigation Hyperlink (#header-
links .inner a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Padding below: 2 pixels
Text decoration: none
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Primary Navigation (.primary .navigation
a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 5 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Secondary Navigation (.secondary
.navigation a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #FFFFFF
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 7 pixels
Padding bottom: 8 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

continued
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles (continued)

Selected Fifth-level Navigation (left-side-
menu td td td a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 30 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Selected Fourth-level Navigation (left-
side-menu td td a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 20 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Selected Primary Navigation (..primary
.navigation a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 5 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Selected Secondary Navigation
(.secondary .navigation a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 7 pixels
Padding bottom: 8 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Selected Tab (.tabs a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #336699
Padding top: 1 pixels
Padding right: 0 pixels
Padding bottom: 0 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Selected Third-level Navigation (left-side-
menu td a.selected)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CCFF33
Text decoration: none
Background color: #003366
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 10 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Subhead (.subhead)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #ACD373
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Subhead Alternate (.subhead-alternate)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Subhead Alternate Hyperlink (.subhead-
alternate a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.
continued
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles (continued)

Subhead Hyperlink (.subhead a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #ACD373
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.

Sub-subhead (.sub-subhead)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #DEECC8
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Sub-subhead Alternate (.sub-
subhead.alternate)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Sub-subhead Alternate Hyperlink (.sub-
subhead.alternate a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.

Sub-subhead Hyperlink (.sub-subhead a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #DEECC8
Padding top: 2 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.

Tab (.tab a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 1 pixels
Padding right: 0 pixels
Padding bottom: 0 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Table Net Total (.table-net-total)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Table Text Odd Row (.table-text-odd-row)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #FFFFFF
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Table Text Even Row (.table-text-even-
row)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Table Text Hyperlink Odd Row (.table-
text-odd-row a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #006DCE
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #FFFFFF
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.

Table Text Hyperlink Even Row (.table-
text-even-row a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #006DCE
Text decoration: underline
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels
Note: Hover and visited attributes
do not change.
continued
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3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles (continued)

Third-level Navigation (.left-side-menu td
a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #C1D1E0
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding bottom: 4 pixels
Padding left: 10 pixels
Hover text decoration: underline
Note: Hover and visited attributes do not
change except for hover text decoration.

Value Change Text Odd Row (Decrease)
(.table-text-odd-row .change-in-value
.decrease)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CC0000
Background color: #FFFFFF
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Value Change Text Even Row (Decrease)
(.table-text-even-row .change-in-value
.decrease)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #CC0000
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Value Change Text Odd Row (Increase)
(.table-text-odd-row .change-in-value
.increase
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #4D9900
Background color: #FFFFFF
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Value Change Text Even Row (Increase)
(.table-text-even-row .change-in-value
.increase)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #4D9900
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding right: 5 pixels
Padding left: 5 pixels

Wizard Title (.wizard-title)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 11 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Margin bottom: 2 pixels
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3.3.1 Specifications: Color
Palette

All colors used on the CEFS Web site are defined below. Each color is shown with the corresponding hexidecimal

code and RGB values. This color palette is for reference only. Colors should be applied to site elements by

referencing the CSS style sheet [filename] and other specification sections of this document. For information about

the CEFS site’s CSS style sheet, see “3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles.”
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3.3.2 Specifications: Color
Conventions

With two exceptions, every element created on the CEFS Web site is specified to use one color only. An exception is

the color specified for the Subhead bar, which can use a background color of either Avocado or 30% Sky, depending

on the position and the importance of the content-let it occupies. The other exception is the color specified for the

Sub-subhead bar, which can use a background color of either 40% Avocado or 10% Sky, depending on the position

and the importance of the content-let it occupies.

Apply the following convention to determine the color of Subhead and Sub-subhead bars: Subhead and Sub-subhead

bars must be a percentage of Avocado when they are used in a content-let that is positioned in the Main Content Area

of the page and contains primary information for the page. Subhead and Sub-subhead bars should use the specified

alternate colors – percentages of Sky – when they occur in a content-let that does not contain the primary information

for the page – even if it is in the Main Content Area (see example on the following page). By definition, content that

appears in the narrow left column of the three- or four-column grid is not in the Main Content Area (see “3.

Specifications”) and never uses an Avocado Subhead or 40% Avocado Sub-subhead bar. And, according to the

guidelines for prioritizing information through positioning on the page (see “3.1 Specifications: Grids”), primary content

would not be placed in the narrow right column of the three- or four-column grid, and therefore would not use an

Avocado Subhead or 40% Avocado Sub-subhead bar. Consistent use of this convention ensures that the vibrant

Avocado color serves its intended purpose of drawing attention to the most important information on a page.

For more about prioritizing information through its positioning on the page, see “3.1 Specifications: Grids.”
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3.3.2 Specifications: Color
Conventions (continued)

The diagram below illustrates the appropriate use of the Subhead, Subhead Alternate and Sub-subhead styles in the

Main Content Area of a page. While Quotes does appear in the Main Content Area (upper right), this content-let uses a

30% Sky Subhead bar (Subhead Alternate) to encourage focus on the important information in the Accounts Summary

content-let, which uses an Avocado Subhead bar (Subhead).
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3.4.1 Specifications: Masthead
Dimensions

The following pages contain specifications for the layout, functionality and use of the UBS CEFS Masthead.

Important note: The Masthead is owned solely by the Platform Team and should not be recreated by any other

team. The Masthead is contained in the top frame of the site’s pages, and it will be provided to all other teams with the

appropriate frameset.

Apply the following rules:
• The Masthead specified in this section

appears on all CEFS Web site pages,
except the Login page, which displays a
unique masthead. For more information
about the masthead for Login pages,
see “3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized
pages: Login pages.”

• The Masthead can contain an optional
client logo in addition to the UBS logo.
For more information on including a
client logo, please see “3.4.5
Specifications: Masthead: Client logo.”
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3.4.1 Specifications: Masthead
Dimensions (continued)

The diagrams below show the basic dimensions of the UBS CEFS Web site Masthead. Apply the following rules:
• The Masthead is created by the

Platform Team only, and provided in
a frameset.

• The Masthead can contain an optional
client logo in addition to the UBS logo.
For more information on including a
client logo, please see “3.4.5
Specifications: Masthead: Client logo.”

• For users who login with a UBS
corporate Employee ID, the Masthead
contains only the UBS logo in the upper
left corner, and no client logo is
displayed in the upper right corner of
the Masthead. All other elements and
dimensions are the same as in a
Masthead that contains a client logo.
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3.4.1 Specifications: Masthead
Dimensions (continued)

The diagrams below illustrate how the UBS CEFS Web site Masthead extends when a browser window is stretched

beyond 1024 pixels in width, or shrinks when a browser window is narrowed to less than 1024 pixels in width.

Apply the following rules:
• Left section is always 206 pixels wide.
• Primary navigation tabs and secondary

navigation bar always begin at the left
edge of the right section. Primary
navigation tabs do not change in size
when browser window varies from 1024
pixels in width.

• The size of a client logo remains fixed.
Browser window ≥ 1024 pixels wide:
• Right section is 794 pixels wide in a

browser window that is equal to or
greater than 1024 pixels wide

• The color bar to the right of the primary
navigation tabs and the secondary
navigation bar grow as the browser
window is stretched wider than 1024
pixels (see Example 2).

• In the meta navigation, the login name
and hyperlinks always begin 5 pixels
from the left edge of the right section,
and all elements in the meta navigation
remain fixed when the browser window
is stretched wider than 1024 pixels.

• Position of a client logo remains fixed
when the browser window is stretched
wider than 1024 pixels.

Browser window < 1024 pixels wide:
• Right section shrinks from the maximum

width of 794 pixels to the minimum
width of 590 pixels as browser window
is narrowed (see Example 3).

• Distance between meta navigation
dropdowns and hyperlinks shrinks as
browser window width narrows from
1024 to 800 pixels, and meta navigation
hyperlinks begin to wrap to two lines to
accommodate the meta navigation
dropdowns sliding to the left.

• The right edge of a client logo always
aligns 20 pixels from the right edge of
the right section as it narrows. A fixed
distance is always maintained between
a client logo and the meta navigation
dropdowns to its left.
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3.4.2 Specifications: Masthead
Meta navigation links and dropdowns

The diagrams below show the styles and basic dimensions of the UBS CEFS Web site meta navigation links

and dropdowns.

Apply the following rules:
• Meta navigation link items are

separated by a vertical line
(Unicode: 007C).

• Meta navigation dropdown items
are preceded with the image of a
down arrow (arrow.gif).
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3.4.2 Specifications: Masthead
Meta navigation links and dropdowns (continued)

Apply the following rules:
• Place 5 pixels of padding between a

meta navigation link item and a vertical
line divider (Unicode: 007C).

• Place 5 pixels of padding between a
meta navigation dropdown item
and the preceding image of a
down arrow (arrow.gif). Place 15 pixels
of padding between a dropdown item
and a down arrow image to its right.

• The height of the menu box formed
by dropdown items must not exceed
93 pixels in height. It cannot extend
beyond the bottom of the frame
containing the CEFS Masthead.
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3.4.3 Specifications: Masthead
Date/time and market status

The diagrams below show the styles and basic dimensions of the date/time stamp and market status located in the

UBS CEFS Masthead.

Apply the following rules:
• The date/time stamp in the masthead

consists of two parts – time and date –
appearing in that order with commas
separating each part.

1. Time: The time of day in the format
h:mm, followed by a space, then
AM or PM, a space and lastly, the
two- or three-letter time zone
abbreviation.
Example: 3:06 PM ET.
• Do not use periods after the letters

in the AM/PM designation or the
time zone abbreviation.

• Use uppercase characters for the
AM/PM designation and the time
zone abbreviation.

• Do not denote daylight savings
time in the time zone abbreviation.

• Do not include zeros before
single-digit hours.

2. Date: The date in the format
month d, yyyy or d. month yyyy,
depending on which is appropriate
for the language in which the content
will appear. Example: April 7, 2004 or
7. April 2004.
• Spell out the month; do not use

abbreviations.
• Do not include a zero before

single-digit days of the month.
• Market Status is designated as either

“Open” or “Closed” and refreshed with
any page refresh.
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3.4.4 Specifications: Masthead
Primary/secondary navigation

Apply the following rules:
• All unselected primary navigation tabs

are 24 pixels high.
• The width of each tab is determined by

its label. The width of a tab is the total
of the width of its label plus 5 pixels
padding to the left and 5 pixels padding
to the right of the label.

• The selected primary navigation tab
is 25 pixels high.

• Labels on primary navigation tabs are
positioned 5 pixels from the top edge
and 5 pixels from the left edge of
their tabs.

• Primary navigation tabs are separated
by 2 pixels padding.

• Secondary navigation text is positioned
7 pixels from the top of the secondary
navigation bar.

• The vertical bars that separate the
secondary navigation items are
18 pixels high and span the distance
between the cap height of the
secondary navigation text and the
bottom of the secondary navigation bar.

• Vertical bars that appear to the left
and/or right of a selected secondary
navigation item use the color Lemon
Lime (#CCFF33).

• Limit the number and length of
secondary navigation items so that
the secondary navigation always fits
within the 794 pixel width specified
in “3.4.1 Specifications: Masthead:
Dimensions.” In addition to fitting the
design specifications, this enhances
usability by limiting the number
of decisions confronting a user.
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3.4.5 Specifications: Masthead
Client logo

An optional logo for an account holder may be included in the masthead of CEFS pages. Apply the following rules:
• The preferred and maximum height for

the client logo is 36 pixels. The width
of the client logo is determined by the
proportions of the logo. The maximum
width for the client logo is 170 pixels.
In the diagram at left, the maximum
client logo area is represented by
gray shading.

• The client logo should never appear
to be visually more prominent than the
UBS logo. If at 36 pixels high and less
than 170 pixels wide the client logo
appears more prominent than the UBS
logo, reduce the size of the client logo
so that it appears visually equal to
or smaller than the UBS logo. Note
how the client logo in the diagram at
left has been reduced to less than
36 pixels high so as not to appear more
prominent than the UBS logo.

• The right edge of the client logo should
be positioned 20 pixels from the right
edge of the page.

• The top edge of the client logo area is
18 pixels below the top edge of the
page and the bottom edge of the client
logo area is 18 pixels above the primary
navigation bar.

• If a client logo is used, it must be used
in the masthead of both the main site
pages and the Login pages. For more
information about CEFS Login pages,
see “3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized
pages: Login pages.”
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3.5 Specifications: Components

The standardized components described in this section are the basic building blocks used to display content on the

UBS CEFS Web site. They simplify site design by reducing the number of layout decisions and help to provide a

consistent interface for users.

Components should reference the CSS class IDs. Using the supplied CSS style sheet whenever possible will help

reduce initial programming time when creating individual pages and allow for future design enhancements to the

overall site with less reprogramming. For information about the CEFS site’s CSS style sheet, see “3.2 Specifications:

Cascading Style Sheet (CSS) styles.”

Review this entire section when developing a component. This will help ensure that you find the component that most

closely matches your needs and that your content takes the intended format.
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets

The diagram below shows the styles and dimensions for a content-let frame. All content appearing on the CEFS site

is displayed in this frame.

Use this component when:
Formatting content.

Apply the following rules:
• A content-let frame consists of a Head

bar and two bounding rules on either
side. The addition of Subhead and Sub-
subhead bars is content-driven. In the
case of a Tabbed content-let, the tabs
may function as the Head.

• The grid for the page determines the
width of the content-let. If a page has
one column of content in the Main
Content Area, use the 1-column grid
that comfortably accommodates
the widest content-let in the content.
Create all content-lets in the Main
Content Area to be the same width.
For more information about grids,
see “3.1 Specifications: Grids.”

• The Head bar must be the color Sky
(#336699).

• Heads, Subheads and Sub-subheads
that are 1 line of text appear in bars that
are 18 pixels high. The heights of the
bars increase by 12 pixels for each
additional line of text.

continued
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets (continued)

• If a content-let contains the primary
information for a page, and it is
positioned in the Main Content Area
of the page, then Subhead bars
must be Avocado (#ACD373) and
Sub-subhead bars must be 40%
Avocado (#DEECC8). If a content-let
does not contain the most important
information for a page (even if it
appears in the Main Content Area),
the Alternate Subhead and Alternate
Sub-subhead styles, with bars in the
color 30% Sky (#C1D1E0) and 10%
Sky (#EAEFF5), respectively, should
be used. The vibrant Avocado color
helps to visually emphasize the most
important information. For more about
prioritizing information through its
positioning on the page, see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids.” For more
about the use of colors on the CEFS
site, see “3.3.2 Color: Conventions.”

continued
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets (continued)

The diagram below shows important details for constructing a content-let frame and positioning text within it. • Place a vertical, 1-pixel-wide bounding
rule in the color 30% Sky (#C1D1E0) on
the left edge of the column in which the
content-let is positioned. The height of
the bounding rule is the same height
as the content-let content. Also, align
the left edges of the Head bar, Subhead
bars and Sub-subhead bars at the
same left measurement. For information
about the CEFS site grid options, see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids.”

• Place a vertical, 1-pixel-wide bounding
rule in the color 30% Sky (#C1D1E0)
on the right edge of the content-let. The
right bounding rule should be the same
height as the content-let content.

• Create 1 pixel of padding between the
Head bar, the Subhead bar (if a
Subhead is located just below the
Head), the Sub-subhead bar (if a Sub-
subhead is located just below the
Subhead) and the bounding rules by
placing 1-pixel-high, White (#FFFFFF)
rules directly beneath the Head bar and,
if applicable, the Subhead and Sub-
subhead bars (see the diagram at left).
Do not place Head rules beneath any
other Subhead or Sub-subhead bars
that do not directly follow the Head in
the content-let.

• Leave 4 pixels of padding between the
left and right bounding rules and the
text of the content-let (see the diagram
at left).

• Leave 4 pixels of padding above the
Head, Subhead and Sub-subhead text
in their respective bars.

• Leave 18 pixels of padding between the
content-let and elements that appear
above and below it.
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets (continued)

The diagram below illustrates the different line lengths for Body Text and Footnotes. • The line length of Body Text should be
no more than 379 pixels, even if the
content-let containing it is wider. The
line length of Footnotes is limited only
by the width of the content-let.
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets (continued)

The diagrams below show the styles and dimensions for three basic content-let components. Use one of these components when:
Adding content within a content-let frame.

Apply the following rules:
• For help choosing the type of basic

content-let to use, see “2.1 Developing
content: Presenting information.”

• Use a List content-let when content is a
collection of hyperlinked references that
lead to full content of articles, news
stories, research items, etc. This
content-let always has a White
(#FFFFFF) background and items are
distinguished by a blank line space.

• Use a Key Content content-let when
presenting key information (in sentence
format) followed by a “More” link. This
content-let always has a White
(#FFFFFF) background.

• A “More” link is always placed 5 non-
breaking spaces after the text to which
it refers.

• Use a Tabular content-let when content
is best presented in tabular format and
distinguished by the alternating 10%
Sky (#EAEFF5) and White (#FFFFFF)
row colors. The first row of content is
always on White. For information about
formatting tables, see “3.5.2
Specifications: Components: Tables.”

• All content-lets incorporate 5 pixels of
padding between the text and the left
and right edges of the content-let.

• Do not use any background or
alternating row colors other than those
specified for content-let components.

• To determine the color of Subhead and
Sub-subhead bars in a content-let, see
“3.3.2 Specifications: Color:
Conventions.”

• The width of a content-let is determined
by the column width of the grid.

• Leave 18 pixels of padding between the
content-let and elements that appear
above and below it.
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3.5.1 Specifications: Components
Content-lets (continued)

The diagram below shows the basic style and dimensions for a Tabbed content-let. Use this component when:
Tabs are needed to toggle between
different sets of information. This can
be particularly helpful when presenting
information for different markets.

Apply the following rules:
• The width of a Tabbed content-let is

determined by the column width of
the grid.

• All unselected tabs are 17 pixels in
height.

• The selected tab is always 18 pixels
in height. It is positioned so that
the top is flush with the tops of the
unselected tabs.

• Tab width can vary based on the needs
of the content-let. Make tabs equal
widths whenever possible.

• There is 2-pixel padding between tabs.
• The left-most tab in a set should start at

the left edge of the content-let it controls
(see the diagram at left).

• All Tab Labels are positioned 3 pixels
from the top edge and 5 pixels from the
left edge of their tab.
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3.5.2 Specifications: Components
Tables

The diagrams below show the style and dimensions for tables on the CEFS site. Use this component when:
Displaying tabular data.

Apply the following rules:
• The table’s Head should clearly convey

the table’s contents.
• The Head bar must be the color Sky

(#336699).
• Heads, Subheads and Sub-subheads

that are 1 line of text appear in bars
that are 18 pixels high. The heights of
the bars increase by 12 pixels for each
additional line of text.

• Table Text appears in rows of
alternating White (#FFFFFF) and
10% Sky (#EAEFF5). The first row
is always White.

• The alternating rows for Table Text
are 18 pixels high. The heights of the
alternating rows increase by 12 pixels
for each additional line of text.

• Table Net Totals appear in bars that are
18 pixels high and in the color 30% Sky
(#C1D1E0). Unlike other bars in tables,
Table Net Total bars extend only as far
as the column containing the Table Net
Total amount, not across the entire
width of the table (see diagram).

continued
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3.5.2 Specifications: Components
Tables (continued)

• If the table contains the primary
information for the page and is
positioned in the Main Content Area,
Subhead bars must be Avocado
(#ACD373) and Sub-subhead bars
must be 40% Avocado (#DEECC8). If
the table does not contain the most
important information for the page, use
the Alternate Subhead style, with bars
in the color 10% Sky (#EAEFF5) and
the Alternate Sub-subhead style, with
bars in the color 10% Sky (#EAEFF5).
The vibrant Avocado color helps visually
emphasize the most important
information. For more about prioritizing
information through its positioning
on the page, see “3.1 Specifications:
Grids.” For more about the use
of the colors Avocado, 40% Avocado
and 10% Sky on the CEFS site, see
“3.3.2 Color: Conventions.”

• Place a vertical, 1-pixel-wide bounding
rule in the color 30% Sky (#C1D1E0) on
the left edge of the column in which the
table is positioned. The height of the
bounding rule is the same height as the
table. Also, align the left edges of the
Head, Subhead and Sub-subhead bars
at the same left measurement. For
information about the CEFS site grid
options, see “3.1 Specifications: Grids.”

• To create padding between the
bounding rule and the table’s text, align
the left edge of the text 5 pixels from the
left side of the table (see the diagram
at left).

• Place a vertical, 1-pixel-wide bounding
rule in the color 30% Sky (#C1D1E0)
on the right edge of the table. The right
bounding rule should be the same
height as the table.

continued
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3.5.2 Specifications: Components
Tables (continued)

• The grid for the page determines the
width of the table. If a page has one
column of content in the Main Content
Area, use the 1-column grid that
comfortably accommodates the widest
content-let or table in the content.
Create all content-lets and tables in the
Main Content Area to be the same width.
Columns in a table should be spread
out across the entire width of the table to
help prevent users from misinterpreting
blank leader bars in the right area
of the table as missing data. For more
information about grids, see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids.” For more
information about content-lets, see
“3.5.1 Specifications: Components:
Content-lets.”

• Create 1 pixel of padding between
the Head bar, the Subhead bar (if a
Subhead is located just below the Head),
the Sub-subhead bar (if a Sub-subhead
is located just below the Head and
Subhead) and the bounding rules by
placing 1-pixel-high, White (#FFFFFF)
rules directly beneath the Head bar and,
if applicable, the Subhead bar and
Sub-subhead bar (see the diagrams in
this section). Do not place Head rules
beneath any other Subhead or Sub-
subhead bars that do not directly follow
the Head in the table.

• Place 1-pixel-wide, White (#FFFFFF)
rules between columns of information.

• To denote changes in values that appear
in a table’s text, use coded text colors
and Platform Team-supplied arrow
images. An increased value should be
in the color Up Green (#4D9900) and
preceded by the value change arrow
(increase) image (????????.gif). A
decreased value should be in the color
Down Red (#CC0000) and preceded by
a value change arrow (decrease) image
(???????.gif).

• Zero amounts should be designated with
the alphanumeric zero character using
the decimal format consistent with the
format used in the other values in the row
or column (“0,” “$0.00,” etc.). When there
is no value for a field, or the field does
not apply to the subject of the column or
row, the field should contain an em-dash
character (—).

• Leave 18 pixels of padding between the
table and elements that appear above
and below it.

• For rules governing the use of buttons,
see “3.5.3 Specifications: Components:
Buttons.”

• For rules governing the use of hyperlinks,
see “3.5.5 Specifications: Components:
Hyperlinks.”

• For rules governing the use of date/time
stamps, see “3.5.8 Specifications:
Components: Date/time stamps.”
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3.5.3 Specifications: Components
Buttons

The diagrams below show the style and dimensions for buttons in the mouse up, mouse over and mouse down states

on the CEFS site. (Buttons are shown at 210% of actual size.)

Use this component when:
• An important action needs to be

associated with a component.
• The user needs to take an action that

affects the content within a component.
• Navigation needs to be associated with

a component.
• The user needs to submit a form.

Apply the following rules:
• Do not create buttons as images.

Buttons on the CEFS site must be
dynamic to accommodate multiple
languages. Always format buttons using
the CSS class ID defined in the CEFS
site’s CSS style sheet. Do not create
new button styles. For more information
about the CEFS site’s CSS style sheet,
see “3.2 Specifications: Cascading
Style Sheet (CSS) styles.”

• Label font style, background color and
frame are predefined for all button
states by the CSS class ID and must
not be altered (see diagram).

• Do not stack buttons.
• Do not put more than one button in any

Head bar.
• The width of a button is determined by

the length of the label used.
• For all buttons in all states, the

background color extends 4 pixels to
the left and right of the button label. A
1 pixel Midnight (#003366) rule frames
the button background (see diagram).

• Whenever possible limit button labels to
one or two words that best describe the
action to be taken.

• Buttons react on mouse down.
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3.5.3 Specifications: Components
Buttons (continued)

The diagram below shows a standard button used in a Head bar. Apply the following rules:
• Do not place more than one button in

any Head bar without prior authorization
from the Platform Team.

• Place a button in a Head bar only when
it acts on the content displayed in the
Head bar’s content-let or enables
navigation related to the content-let.

• Buttons in Head bars must be
positioned consistently. Place a button
in a Head bar so that the button’s
right edge is 1 pixel from the right edge
of the Head bar, as pictured. (If a
second button is authorized and added,
place it to allow 10 pixels padding
between buttons.)

• Buttons react on mouse down.
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3.5.3 Specifications: Components
Buttons (continued)

The diagrams below show the placement of standard buttons that do not appear in a Head bar. Apply the following rules:
• When a button is associated with a

single text entry field, place the button
5 pixels to the right of the field (see
Example 1).

• Place buttons that act on multiple
form elements at the bottom of the
content-let in which the form elements
reside (see Example 2). The buttons
must be placed in an 18-pixel high bar
(#EAEFF5) that is the same width as
the content-let and offset vertically from
the form elements by 18 pixels. The left
edge of the left-most button must be
aligned with the left edge of the form
elements acted on by the buttons.
Multiple buttons are separated by
10 pixels of padding.

• When using a Submit and a Reset
button together, the Submit button
appears first, reading left to right (see
Example 2).

• When using Submit, Reset and Cancel
buttons together, the buttons appear
in that order, reading from left to right.

• Buttons react on mouse down.
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3.5.4 Specifications: Components
Dropdowns

The diagrams below show the basic style and dimensions for dropdowns on the CEFS site. Use this component when:
Offering multiple content options

Apply the following rules:
• Create dropdowns using the HTML

Select element.
• Always combine a dropdown or a

set of dropdowns with a Go button.
• Do not use JavaScript to initiate

a form submit action upon item
selection. Always use mouse down of
the Go button for form submission.

• If space permits, place the Field Label
to the left of the dropdown, leaving 5
pixels padding between the elements
(see Example 1). Otherwise, place the
label 5 pixels above and flush with
the left edge of the dropdown (see
Example 2).

• Leave 20 pixels of padding to the
left and right of a dropdown set, which
consists of dropdown(s), associated
Field Label(s) and Go button.

• Place 10 pixels between dropdowns
that share one Go button (see
Example 1).

• Leave 18 pixels of padding between
dropdowns and content-lets that
appear below them. Leave 36 pixels
of padding between dropdowns and
content-lets that appear above them
(see Example 3).

• For rules on creating buttons, see “3.5.3
Specifications: Components: Buttons.”

continued
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3.5.4 Specifications: Components
Dropdowns (continued)

• If multiple dropdowns are stacked, then
the dropdowns may be left-aligned and
placed with 5 pixels of padding between
the longest Field Label and the stacked
fields (see diagram at left).

• Dropdowns should be 16 pixels tall.
• Place 4 pixels of padding between

outside top edge of dropdown and Field
Dropdown Text (see diagram at left).

• Place 5 pixels of padding between
inside left edge of dropdown and Field
Dropdown Text (see diagram at left).
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3.5.5 Specifications: Components
Hyperlinks

In all cases except when they appear in Subhead bars or Sub-subhead bars, use the hyperlink styles specified with

bright Hyperlink Blue (#006DCE) text. In Subhead bars or Sub-subhead bars, use the hyperlink styles specified with

Midnight (#003366) text: Subhead Hyperlink, Subhead Alternate Hyperlink, Sub-subhead Hyperlink or Sub-subhead

Alternate Hyperlink. The examples below show how the hyperlink styles should be implemented.

Use this component when:
In-line navigation is needed

Apply the following rules:
•  Always format hyperlinks using the CSS

class IDs defined in the CEFS site CSS
style sheet. Do not create new hyperlink
styles. For more information about the
CEFS site CSS style sheet, see
“3.2 Specifications: Cascading Style
Sheet (CSS) styles.”

•  When hyperlinking a stock symbol,
account number or single word,
the hyperlink should be the entire
symbol, account number or word
(see Example 1).

•  When displaying a list of links in which
each link is a phrase, a short sentence
or a brief reference to an article, the
hyperlink should be the entire item (see
Example 2).

•  Compose hyperlinks so they are clear
in meaning, yet succinct.

•  When displaying a short block of key
information with the option to view
the complete news item or article it
references, the hyperlink should be the
word “More” following the block of text
(see Example 3).

•  A “More” link is always placed 5 non-
breaking spaces (&nbsp;) after the text
to which it refers.

•  When a sentence describes a call
to action, only the verb that describes
the action should be hyperlinked
(see Example 4). Avoid adding and
hyperlinking the phrase “click here.”

•  When hyperlinking a Subhead
(see Example 5) or Sub-subhead,
always use one of the following CSS
class IDs, all of which use text in the
color Midnight (#003366): Subhead
Hyperlink, Subhead Alternate Hyperlink,
Sub-subhead Hyperlink or Sub-subhead
Alternate Hyperlink.
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3.5.6 Specifications: Components
Pie charts

The diagrams below show the desired style, dimensions and color palette for pie charts on the CEFS site. If a pie

chart is supplied to the site by an outside source, it may not always be possible to follow these guidelines. However,

maintaining the most consistency possible in the pie charts used throughout the CEFS site will help users quickly and

accurately comprehend the pie charts, and help maintain the visual consistency of the CEFS site pages.

Use this component when:
Graphically displaying proportional value
or share information

Apply the following rules:
•  Do not render the pie in three

dimensions. Render the pie in two
dimensions as illustrated at left.

•  Render the pie using the colors
specified at left.

•  Do not add key lines (outlines) to the
slices of the pie. Use only the
designated solid colors in the Pie Chart
Color Palette.

•  Do not place the pie on a background
color other than that used for the page,
which is white (#FFFFFF) for the
CEFS Web site.

•  When the key is placed below the pie,
as illustrated, always left-align the key
with the left edge of the pie.

•  The pie should be rendered with a 100-
pixel diameter.

•  Leave 18 pixels of padding between the
pie and elements that appear above
and below it. Except for a bounding rule
or another pie chart, leave 18 pixels of
padding between the pie and elements
that appear to the left and right of it.

•  Leave 4 pixels of padding between the
left edge of a pie and the left bounding
rule of the content-let frame that
contains the pie chart.

•  When two pie charts are displayed side
by side, leave at least 18 pixels of
padding between the two components,
and increase padding by multiples of 18
depending on horizontal space
available in a content-let.
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3.5.6 Specifications: Components
Pie charts (continued)

The diagrams below show pie charts components in context and illustrate the two format variations: vertical

and horizontal.

Apply the following rules:
•  When using two or more pie chart

components side by side in one
content-let, use the vertical format.

•  When using one pie chart component in
a content-let, use the format that best
fits in the available space in the
containing content-let and/or page.

•  In the vertical format, the key is placed
below the pie, and those two elements
of the component are left-aligned.

•  When using the vertical format of the
pie chart, leave 18 pixels of padding
between the pie and elements above,
below and to the left or right (other than
a bounding rule). Leave 4 pixels of
padding between the left or right edge
of the component and the left or right
bounding rule of the content-let that
holds the component.

•  In the horizontal format, the key is
placed to the right of the pie, and those
two elements are bottom-aligned.

•  When using the horizontal format of the
pie chart, leave 18 pixels of padding
between the pie and elements above,
below and to the left or right (other than
a bounding rule). Leave 4 pixels of
padding between the left or right edge
of the component and the left or right
bounding rule of the content-let that
holds the component.
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3.5.7 Specifications: Components
Forms

The diagrams below and on the following pages show the basic styles and dimensions for form elements on the

CEFS site.

Use this component when:
Displaying an online form

Apply the following rules:
•  Place forms within the Main Content

Area of the grid. For information
about grids on the CEFS site, see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids.”

•  Place form elements within a
content-let frame. For information
about creating content-lets, see
“3.5.1 Specifications: Components:
Content-lets.”

•  Subhead bars in forms must
be Avocado (#ACD373) and
Sub-subhead bars 40% Avocado
(#DEECC8). Use the Subhead
Alternate style, with bars in the color
10% Sky (#EAEFF5) and Sub-
subhead Alternate style, with bars in
the color 10% Sky (#EAEFF5), for
sidebar or supporting information
appearing on the same page as the
form. The vibrant Avocado color
helps visually emphasize the most
important information. For more
about prioritizing information through
its positioning on the page, see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids.” For more
about the use of the colors Avocado,
40% Avocado and 10% Sky on the
CEFS site, see “3.3.2 Specifications:
Color: Conventions.”

•  Subhead bars containing no text
may be used to denote different
sections of your form. Use bars that
are 18 pixels high, the same width as
the content-let the bar appears in,
and in the color Avocado (#ACD373).

•  For rules governing the use of
buttons, see “3.5.3 Specifications:
Components: Buttons.”

continued
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3.5.7 Specifications: Components
Forms (continued)

•  Create form elements using the HTML
Select element.

•  Place fields and dropdowns to the right
of their Field Labels. Place radio
buttons and checkboxes to the left of
their Field Labels.

•  Place 5 pixels of padding between
a Field Label and its field, dropdown,
radio button or checkbox (see
Diagram 2).

•  If multiple fields or dropdowns are
stacked one beneath the other, then the
fields may be left-aligned and placed
with 5 pixels of padding between the
longest Field Label and the stacked
fields (see Diagram 3).

•  Maintain 20 pixels of padding between
a field or dropdown and the form
element to the right of it. Maintain
20 pixels of padding between a radio
button or checkbox’s Field Label
and the form element to the right
of it (see Diagrams 2 and 3).

•  Dropdowns should be 16 pixels tall. For
rules governing the use of dropdowns,
see “3.5.4 Specifications: Components:
Dropdowns.”

•  Fields should be 16 pixels tall.
•  Radio buttons should be 11 pixels tall

(see Diagram 5).
•  Checkboxes should be 12 pixels tall

(see Diagram 6).
•  Avoid hyperlinks or buttons that take the

user outside the form without a means
of returning to the exact location and
settings held at the time of navigation.
For example, place “Help,” explanations
of options or other pertinent information
in pop-up windows. For information
about pop-up windows on the CEFS
site, see “3.7 Specifications: Pop-ups.”
For rules governing the use of
hyperlinks, see “3.5.5 Specifications:
Components: Hyperlinks.”

continued
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3.5.7 Specifications: Components
Forms (continued)

•  For rules governing the use of date/time
stamps, see “3.5.8 Specifications:
Components: Date/time stamps.”

•  To organize a complex interactive
task or lengthy transaction into a
step-by-step process, or to request
input from users that is dependent on
previous input, use a wizard instead
of a form. For information about
creating wizards for the CEFS site,
see “3.8 Specifications: Wizards.”
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3.5.7 Specifications: Components
Forms (continued)
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3.5.7 Specifications: Components
Forms (continued)
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3.5.8 Specifications: Components
Date/time stamps

The diagrams below show some examples of variations of the date/time stamp used on the CEFS site. Build

date/time stamps by applying the rules listed in this section. If a time stamp is supplied to the site by an outside

source, it may not always be possible to follow these guidelines. However, maintaining the most consistency possible

in the date/time stamps used throughout the CEFS site will help users quickly and accurately locate and comprehend

the stamps.

Use this component when:
You want to label content with the time
and/or date it was last updated.

Apply the following rules:
Date/time stamps consist of any
combination of three optional parts – time,
day and date – appearing in that order,
with commas separating each part.
Order and punctuation always should be
appropriate for the content’s language.

1. Time: The time of day in the format
h:mm, followed by a space, then
AM or PM, a space and lastly, the two-
or three-letter time zone abbreviation.
Example: 3:06 PM ET.
•  Do not use periods after the letters

in the AM/PM designation or the
time zone abbreviation.

•  Use uppercase characters for the
AM/PM designation and the time
zone abbreviation.

•  Do not denote daylight savings time
in the time zone abbreviation.

•  Do not include zeros before single-
digit hours.

2. Day: The day of the week.
Example: Wednesday
•  Spell out the day of the week;

do not use abbreviations.

continued
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3.5.8 Specifications: Components
Date/time stamps (continued)

3. Date: The date may be in one of
two formats:
a. Short: m/d/yy or d/m/yy, depending

on which is appropriate for the
language in which the content will
appear. Example: 4/7/04 or 7/4/04.
•  Do not include a zero before

single-digit months or days of
the month.

b. Long: month d, yyyy or d. month
yyyy, depending on which is
appropriate for the language in
which the content will appear.
Example: April 7, 2004 or
7. April 2004.
•  Spell out the month; do not use

abbreviations.
•  Do not include a zero before

single-digit days of the month.

Text styles for the date/time stamp are
determined by the context in which it
appears.

Note that hyperlinks to Adobe Acrobat
files are designated with any one of the
date/time stamp formats followed by a
slash character (/) and the number of
pages in the document (see example
on left).
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3.5.9 Specifications: Components
Left-side navigation

The diagram below shows the basic style and dimensions for left-side navigation on the CEFS site. Use this component when:
The page requires navigation to
levels beyond what is supplied by the
primary and secondary navigation in
the Masthead.

Apply the following rules:
•  Left-side navigation should always

appear in the Left-Side Area of the
page. For information on the basic
areas of a CEFS site page, see
“3. Specifications.”

•  Only one item from each level of
navigation should be expanded at
one time.

•  Limit all navigation items to two lines in
length, keeping in mind that text width
grows when items become active and
take on the bold style.

•  Limit the line length of navigation
items to enhance “scanability” and,
therefore, usability.

•  When sub-levels exist, precede the
higher-level navigation item with the
image ?????.gif. When sub-levels are
revealed, precede the higher-level
navigation item with the image
?????.gif for a selected item or
?????.gif for an unselected item.
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3.5.9 Specifications: Components
Left-side navigation (continued)

The diagram below shows an example of left-side navigation in context on the CEFS site. •  Leave 18 pixels of padding between the
left-side navigation and the Masthead
above.

•  Do not place any padding to the left of
left-side navigation.
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3.5.10 Specifications: Components
Pagination

The diagram below shows the basic style and dimensions for pagination on the CEFS site. Use this component when:
Displaying lengthy lists or content that
needs to be spread across multiple
pages.

Apply the following rules:
•  Use the less-than symbol (<) for the
previous arrow.

•  Use the greater-than symbol (>) for the
next arrow.

•  Use one non-breaking space (&nbsp;)
between the previous arrow and the
word Previous. Both should be
hyperlinked. (For more information on
hyperlinking, see “3.5.5 Specifications:
Components: Hyperlinks.”)

•  Use two non-breaking spaces between
the word Previous and the first page
number.

•  Use two non-breaking spaces between
each page number.

•  Use two non-breaking spaces
between the last page number and
the word Next.

•  Use one non-breaking space between
the word Next and the next arrow. Both
should be hyperlinked.

•  When on the first page of multi-page
content, do not show either the word
Previous or the previous arrow.

•  When on the last page of multi-page
content, do not show either the word
Next or the next arrow.

•  There should be 18 pixels of padding
between the bottom of your content and
the top of the pagination component.

•  The pagination component should be
flush left with the content it supports. If
it supports content within a table, it must
be flush left with the text in the table,
not the table.

•  The pagination component should only
appear in the Main Content Area.
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3.6 Specifications: Specialized pages

This section details the layout and use of pages with specialized purposes.
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3.6.1 Specifications: Specialized pages
Error pages

Below are diagrams showing the basic elements and dimensions of a UBS CEFS Web site error page. Use this page when:
Constructing a message page for general
site errors such as “404 - page not found.”

Apply the following rules:
•  Create the message page using the

1 column, no left-side navigation grid
(see “3.1 Specifications: Grids”).

•  Do not create the Masthead. The
Masthead is created by the Platform
Team and provided in a frameset.

•  Do not create the Footer. The Footer is
provided by the Platform Team via a
JavaScript include.

•  The minimum distance between the
Masthead and the Footer is 471 pixels.

•  Place a vertical, 1-pixel wide bounding
rule in the color 30% Sky (#C1D1D0)
206 pixels from the left edge of the
page. Also, align the left edges of the
Head bar and Subhead bar at 206
pixels from the left edge of the page.

•  To create 4 pixels of padding between
the bounding rule and the error
message text, align the left edge of the
text at 211 pixels from the left of the
page (see the diagram at the end of
this section).

•  To create 1 pixel of padding between
the Head bar and the bounding rule,
place a 1-pixel wide, White (#FFFFFF)
rule directly beneath the Head bar (see
the diagram at the end of this section).

•  The text line length should be
379 pixels.

•  The length of the Head and Subhead
bars should be 585 pixels.
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3.6.1 Specifications: Specialized pages
Error pages (continued)
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3.6.1 Specifications: Specialized pages
Error pages (continued)
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages

Below and on the following pages are diagrams showing the basic formatting and dimensions for UBS CEFS site

Login pages. The grid, Masthead, navigation, text formatting and other elements of the Login page are unique

to these pages, incorporating design elements that serve as a bridge between the UBS CEFS site and the UBS

corporate site. Follow the specifications here and on the following pages to create the elements of Login pages,

including their Mastheads and Footers.

Use this page when:
Creating the UBS CEFS Login Welcome
page and secondary Login pages.

Apply the following rules:
•  Do not create the Masthead, or include

the Masthead in the grid. The Masthead
is created by the Platform Team and
provided in a frameset.

•  Do not create the Footer. The Footer
is provided by the Platform Team via
a JavaScript include.

•  The Area Title should be in the font
Frutiger 55 Roman. The area title is a
graphic, not dynamic text.

•  The Login Welcome Head should be
in the font UBS Headline. The Login
Welcome Head is a graphic, not
dynamic text. For more information
about the UBS Headline font, contact
[font contact info to come].

•  Items in the Login Business Channel
Navigation are preceded with the image
of a down arrow (arrow.gif).

•  The Login Masthead can contain an
optional client logo in addition to the
UBS logo. For more information about
including client logos, please see “3.4.5
Specifications: Masthead: Client logo.”

•  The Masthead and Left-side Navigation
appear on all Login pages.

•  The Login Left-side Navigation includes
a SysTrust logo (systrust_eylogo.png).
For more information about the
SysTrust logo, please contact [SysTrust
logo contact info to come].

•  See the dimensions diagram in this
section for sizes and positions of the
elements in CEFS Login pages.

continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

•  If a user’s browser window is wider
than 1024 pixels, all of a Login page’s
elements stay in the positions shown
in the dimensions diagram with these
exceptions: The four blue bars in the
Masthead and the one blue bar in the
Footer grow to the full width of the
browser window.

•  If a user’s browser window is between
800 and 1024 pixels wide, the right
edge of a client logo always aligns
20 pixels from the right edge of the
page as it narrows.

Text styles
The styles for formatting CEFS Login
pages are not included in the main CEFS
CSS style sheet. Elements for Login
pages should be created using the CSS
style sheet [filename to come]. These
Login styles are described below. For
more information about the Login page
CSS style sheet, please contact [CSS
contact info to come].

Area Title
Font family: Frutiger 55 Roman
(use a graphic)
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 14 pixels
Font color: #FFFFFF
Background color: #99ADC2
Padding top: 16 pixels
Padding bottom: 11 pixels
Padding left: 8 pixels
Padding right: 6 pixels

Login Bulleted Item (.login-text ul)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 12 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366
continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

Login Business Channel
Navigation Label (#languages-menu)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: regular
Font size: 10 pixels
Font color: #336699
Text decoration: none
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding top: 4 pixels
Padding bottom: 2 pixels
Padding right: 6 pixels

Login Business Channel Navigation
Dropdown Items (#languages-menu li
li a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: regular
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #EAEFF5
Padding Top: 2px
Padding Right: 9px
Padding Bottom: 2px
Padding Left: 9px
Hover text decoration: none
Hover background color: # C1D1E0
Visited font color: #003366
Visited text decoration: none
Visited background color: #EAEFF5

continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

Login Button Label (a.login-form-button)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #E6EAEE
Padding top: 0 pixels
Padding bottom: 1 pixels
Padding left: 3 pixels
Padding right: 3 pixels
Hover font color: #003366
Hover text decoration: none
Hover background color: #E6EAEE
Visited font color: #003366
Visited text decoration: none
Visited background color: # E6EAEE

Login Field Entry Text (#opt_id,
#opt_pin)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Font color: #000000
Background color: #F3F2F5
Padding top: 1 pixels
Padding bottom: 1 pixels
Padding left: 2 pixels
Padding right: 2 pixels

Login Field Label (#opt_id_label,
#opt_pin_label)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Font color: #003366
Background color: #F3F2F5
Padding left: 20 pixels

continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

Login Footer Hyperlink (td.footer_text a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #335C85
Text decoration: none
Hover font color: #335C85
Hover text decoration: none
Visited font color: #335C85
Visited text decoration: none

Login Footer Text (td.footer_text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 14 pixels
Font color: #335C85

Login Footnote Subhead (.login-
footnote .pgtx)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 16 pixels
Font color: #335C85

Login Footnote Text (.login-footnote)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 16 pixels
Font color: #335C85

continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

Login Footnote Hyperlink (.login-
footnote a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 16 pixels
Font color: #006DCE
Text decoration: underline
Hover font color: #006DCE
Hover text decoration: underline
Visited font color: #006DCE
Visited text decoration: underline

Login Head (.login-header)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 16 pixels
Line height: 20 pixels
Font color: #003366

Login Side Menu Item (.login-side-menu
.menu-item a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 10 pixels
Line height: 12 pixels
Font color: #003366
Text decoration: none
Background color: #F2F3F5
Padding top: 3 pixels
Padding bottom: 3 pixels
Padding left: 20 pixels
Padding right: 5 pixels
Hover font color: #003366
Hover text decoration: none
Hover background color: #E6EAEE
Visited font color: #003366
Visited text decoration: none
Visited background color: #F2F3F5

continued
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)

Login Subhead (.login-subheader)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: bold
Font size: 12 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366

Login Text (td.login-text)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 12 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #003366

Login Text Hyperlink (td.login-text a)
Font family: Arial, Helvetica, sans-serif
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 12 pixels
Line height: 15 pixels
Font color: #006DCE
Text decoration: underline
Hover font color: #006DCE
Hover text decoration: underline
Visited font color: #006DCE
Visited text decoration: underline

Login Welcome Head
Font family: UBS Headline (use a graphic)
Font style: normal
Font weight: normal
Font size: 26 pixels
Line height: 26 pixels
Font color: #003366
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3.6.2 Specifications: Specialized pages
Login pages (continued)
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3.7 Specifications: Pop-ups

The diagram below shows the basic style and dimensions for pop-up windows on the CEFS site. Use this component when:
Displaying content related to the current
page in another window.

Apply the following rules:
•  Use JavaScript to open the window

to the minimum size needed.
•  Use the same formatting and

components for pop-up windows
as for a regular CEFS site page.
For information on formatting the
contents of pop-up pages, see
“3.5 Specifications: Components.”

•  Use the file XXXXX.gif for the UBS logo
at the top of the pop-up window.

•  For information on creating buttons,
including a “Close Window”
button for a pop-up window, see
“3.5.3 Specifications: Components:
Buttons.”

•  An optional footer may be included
at the bottom of a pop-up window.
For information on footers, see
“3.9 Specifications: Footers.”

•  If a footer is not included in the pop-up
window, leave 18 pixels padding
between the content and the bottom
of the pop-up page.
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3.8 Specifications: Wizards

The diagrams below and on the following page show the basic style and dimensions for wizards used on the UBS

CEFS site.

Use this component when:
Organizing a complex interactive task
or lengthy transaction into a step-by-step
process. Wizards are also used when
input requested from a user is dependent
on previous input.

Apply the following rules:
•  Organize all wizards into a series

of steps that are both logical and
manageable. Represent each step
on a separate page and use buttons
and a graphic step indicator to guide
users through the process. Include
only discrete portions of the overall
task in each step.

•  Create a wizard using the grid for
1 column, No left-side navigation (see
“3.1 Specifications: Grids”).

•  Place the Wizard Title, wizard step
indicator, Head, Subhead and buttons
in the styles and locations indicated.

•  All elements of a wizard, except the
Wizard Title and wizard step indicator,
are formatted in a standard content-let
frame (see “3.5.1 Specifications:
Components: Content-lets”).

•  On the first step of a wizard, include
“Reset” and “Next >” buttons, with the
“Reset” button appearing to the left of
the “Next >” button.

•  On steps occurring between the first
and the last step, always include
“< Previous,” “Reset” and “Next >”
buttons, reading from left to right in that
order. Other buttons needed for a
specific wizard – for example, “Do Not
Send” – should be placed between the
“Previous” and “Reset” buttons, in order
of importance from left to right.

•  On the final step of a wizard, the
“Next >” button is replaced by a “Send”
or “Finish” button.

continued
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3.8 Specifications: Wizards (continued)

•  Right-align the right edge of the wizard
step indicator with right edge of the
wizard’s Head bar.

•  Each step in the wizard should be
represented by the appropriate
combination of Step “X” On and Step
“X” Off images (??????.gif), formatted
in the wizard step indicator according
to the diagram at left.

•  Avoid using hyperlinks or buttons that
take a user outside the wizard without
a means of returning to the exact
location and settings displayed at the
time of navigation.

•  For rules governing the use of form
elements see “3.5.7 Specifications:
Components: Forms.”

•  For information on formatting tables,
see “3.5.2 Specifications: Tables.”

•  For rules governing the use of buttons,
see “3.5.3 Specifications: Components:
Buttons.”

•  Do not create the Masthead. The
Masthead is created by the Platform
Team and provided in a frameset.

•  Do not create the Footer. The Footer is
provided by the Platform Team via a
JavaScript include.
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3.9 Specifications: Components
Footers

The diagram below shows the basic styles and dimensions for the Footer on the UBS CEFS site. These specifications

are provided for informational purposes only. The Footer is provided by the Platform Team via a JavaScript include

and should not be recreated by any other team.

Use this component when:
Creating any page other than CEFS
Login pages.

Apply the following rules:
•  The minimum distance between the

Masthead and the Footer is 471 pixels.
•  In addition, 18 pixels of clear space

must be maintained between the Main
Content Area and all Footers. This clear
space is incorporated into the Footer
and should not be added to the Main
Content Area content.
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